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QUESTION 1

An ArubaOS switch has an LACP link aggregation with two links. How does the switch balance traffic over the links? 

A. It assigns the first conversation (as defined by the load-balancing algorithm) to the first link, the second conversation
to the second link, and so on, in a round-robin fashion. 

B. It assigns the first packet to the first link, the second packet to the second link, and so on, in a round-robin fashion. 

C. It assigns all traffic to the first link until the link reaches a bandwidth threshold; it then assigns traffic to the second
link. 

D. It assigns each conversation (as defined by the load-balancing algorithm) to a consistent link, based on a hash. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A network administrator configures LLDP-MAD on an Aruba Virtual Switching Framework(VSF) fabric. The 

administrator needs to enter an SNMP community string after v2c in this command: 

Switch:(config) # vat lldp-rnad ipv4 10.1.0.2 v2c ---------------Which SNMP community string should the administrator
enter? 

A. one configured on the device at 10.1.0.2 

B. one configured for the VSF fabric on AirWave 

C. one configured on the VSF fabric as a whole 

D. one configured on the standby member in the fabric 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A switch receives a broadcast frame in VLAN 2 on link aggregation, trk 1. How does the switch handle the broadcast? 

A. It floods it out all interfaces that are assigned to VLAN 2. including all links in Mel. 

B. It floods it out all interfaces that are assigned to VLAN 2. including one designated link in trk1. 

C. It floods it out all interfaces that are assigned to VLAN 2 except any interfaces assigned to trk 1. 

D. It floods it out all interfaces that are assigned to VLAN 2. including all links in trk1 except the link on which the
broadcast arrived. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

The switches in the exhibit use RSTP The network administrator needs to add Link 2. Why should the administrator
configure Links 1 and 2 as a link aggregation? 

A. to combine traffic statistics for the interfaces 

B. to prevent a loop from occurring 

C. to share traffic more evenly over both links 

D. to automatically apply the settings already configured for Link 1 to Link 2 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A port on an ArubaOS switch has its default spanning tree settings. When is the port defined as a spanning tree edge
port? 

A. when the switch and the connected switch run MSTP but have different region settings 

B. when the switch runs MSTP but the connected switch runs RSTP 

C. when the port fails to receive BPDUs on the port within a set period of time 

D. when the port is part of a VLAN that is dedicated to that port alone 

Correct Answer: B 
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